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Can you tell me something about yourself?
Top 3 answers
1. I would characterize myself as an ambitious and enthusiastic young teacher who hopes to
bring positivity to each classroom, as well as to the staff-room. I love being around children,
and generally children enjoy being around me, and I cannot wait to start teaching here, or
at another elementary school with a great leadership in place. In my free time I enjoy
dancing and socializing, as well as reading books on human psychology and ecology.
2. I would characterize myself with the following three words: responsible, passionate, and
humble. Understanding the responsibility we carry on our shoulders as teachers, especially
at elementary and secondary level, I have approached my education responsibly, trying to
get ready for all challenges I may face as a teacher. At the same time, however, I try to teach
with passion–for the subject, and for the children. I believe students can feel it in the
classes, and it helps me to win them over. And at the same time I try to stay humble, always
learning from more experienced teachers, but also from my students, and the feedback I get
on my lessons.
3. My name is James, I am 52 years old, and have just moved here from Canada, after
working mostly manual jobs back home for thirty years. Trying to benefit from my native
language, I want to get a job of an English teacher at a private language school, starting a
new life here, rediscovering passion for living and working–a passion I’ve struggled to
find back in Canada. Other than that I am just a normal guy who enjoys meeting new
people, reading, and learning new stuff. Since I read a lot I find myself comfortable
conversing about all sorts of topics, which I believe will be extremely helpful in
conversational lessons with your students. Would you like me to elaborate on my education,
or any of the jobs I had in Canada?
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